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WORLD RENOWNED AUTHOR / THEOLOGIAN DAVID RAY GRIFFIN VISITS PORTLAND FOR THE FIRST TIME TO TALK ABOUT BUSH ADMINISTRATION CULPABILITY IN 9/11.

Date/Time: Monday, May 21st, 2007 (7:00 pm)
Location: Portland State University, Smith Center Ballroom 1825 SW Broadway, Portland OR
Tickets: $10.00 / door, $5.00 students seniors;  Advance www.BrownPaperTickets.com

The PDX 911 Truth Alliance hosts a lecture & book signing with Professor David Ray Griffin. Prof Griffin introduces his new book “Debunking 9/11 Debunking: An Answer to Popular Mechanics and Other Defenders of the Official Conspiracy Theory.” Griffin takes on defenders and debunkers who have been trying to defend the official story of 9/11 against a vast body of research compiled by a world-wide 9/11 truth movement that has risen in spite of political and media suppression.

Dr. David Ray Griffin, Professor of Philosophy of Religion and Theology, Emeritus, Claremont School of Theology and Claremont Graduate University and co-Director of the Center for Process Studies, will be discussing the 911 Truth agenda in Portland for the first time. Griffin is currently a co-director of the Center for Process Studies, and one of the foremost contemporary exponents of process theology and probably the most respected exponent of theories questioning the Bush Administration’s account of the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks. He is the author of more than 20 books on subjects including postmodern theology, parapsychology, process philosophy, and 9/11. Currently Dr. Griffin devotes most of his time to researching, writing and lecturing about the events of 911 and the involvement of the Bush Administration. His current book, “Debunking 9/11 Debunking” (Olive Branch Press) will be the subject of his discussion and copies of the book will be available for signing.  His other books on 9/11 are: “The New Pearl Harbor: Disturbing Questions about the Bush Administration and 9/11.” “The 9/11 Commission Report: Omissions and Distortions.” “The American Empire and the Commonwealth of God: A Political, Economic, Religious Statement,” co-authored with John B. Cobb Jr., Richard Falk, and Catherine Keller.  “Christian Faith and the Truth behind 9/11: A Call to Reflection and Action.”

Co-sponsors: Students United for Nonviolence of Portland State University and KBOO Radio: 90.7 fm